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ABSTRACT
This research aimed to assess the validity and reliability of a developed Future Thinking Test (FTT)
using the Rasch measurement model. The FTT consisted of 12 items concerning knowledge of
physical science which were scored using Rating Scale Model. Items were developed based on the
five future thinking constructs: i) Understanding the current situation; ii) Identifying trends; iii)
Analyzing relevant drivers; iv) Developing scenarios of possible and probable futures, and v)
Selecting with justification the preferable futures. Rasch analyses were conducted on data from a
sample of 66 tenth graders (36 females and 30 males, aged 16 years old) from two rural secondary
schools in the Tawau district, Sabah, Malaysia. Overall, the FTT was found to have good reliability
with a Cronbach’s alpha value (KR-20) of 0.69. Results also showed that FTT has an excellent item
reliability and moderate high item separation value of 0.97 and 5.92 respectively. FTT also has a
sufficient good person reliability and person separation value of 0.67 and 1.41 respectively. The
sub-constructs are individually unidimensional and the future thinking with five sub-constructs
are also unidimensional. Meanwhile, the validity of the FTT instrument was appropriately
established through the item fit, except for one item. Results showed that 11 items were
appropriate while one item needed to be discarded to increase the validity and reliability of FTT.
This research indicates that FTT has an acceptable validity and reliability for measuring the five
constructs of future thinking among tenth graders in rural secondary schools.
Keywords: futures thinking test, Rasch measurement model, tenth graders

INTRODUCTION
Infusing future thinking into the curriculum is a recent movement in educational reforms in many
developed countries. Future thinking is perceived as one of the skills that students need to master in order to
cope with whatever kind of circumstances in the future (Haapala, 2002). Bishop and Hines (2012) also stressed
that the ability to illustrate future entities from various aspects created a think tank community capable of
analyzing future possibilities, predicting future needs and choosing the desired future.
There is little evidence that instruments are being developed to assess students’ future thinking. Past
research show that future thinking was tested in psychology and psychometrics either via oral test or
questionnaires (Addis, Hach, & Tippett, 2016; Brown, Root, Romano, Chang, Bryant, & Hirst, 2013;
Maccallum & Bryant, 2011; Raffard, Esposito, Boulenger, & Van der Linden, 2013). There were studies which
assessed the differences in future thinking between adolescents and adults (Cole, Morrison & Conway, 2013)
and the public’s retrospective future preferences (Noblet, Anderson & Teisl, 2015). However, very few
instruments were developed using written tests to measure future thinking among students. Carter, Creedy
and Sidebotham (2015) stressed that the measurement of future thinking in the classroom is very important
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Table 1. Achievement of Average Subject Grade in Sciences in the Tawau District
School Category
Total of schools
Urban areas
7
Rural areas
14
Difference in ASG

Source: Tawau Assessment & Examination Unit (2019)

Average Subject Grade (ASG)
3.29
4.67
1.41

Grade
B to B+
C+ to B

to identify the development of students’ cognitive ability. Thus, a future thinking test which is specifically
targeted at the level of school classrooms is required to assess the future thinking of students. The present
study addressed this concern by developing a future thinking test for tenth graders and assessing its validity
and reliability using Rasch measurement model.
Statistics show that a total of 156 schools, which are about 73% of secondary schools in Sabah, Malaysia
are categorized as rural schools (Sabah State Education Department, 2017). In terms of infrastructure, most
rural schools in Sabah have no access to good teaching and learning resources, computers and science
laboratories (SEDIA, 2011). These limited opportunities and facilities have created a gap in the academic
achievement between rural and urban schools in Sabah. In the Tawau District, for instance, a difference of
1.41 in the Average Subject Grade was recorded between the urban and the rural schools in science subjects
in a national examination of the Malaysian Certificate of Education (Table 1).
Sustainability is a topic in the Grade 10 Science syllabus offered in the Malaysian secondary school system.
Sustainability necessitates learning from the past, exploring the present, thinking about the future, and
developing solutions that are adaptable and resilient (Warren, Archambault, & Foley, 2014). As such, in-depth
studies need to be carried out to investigate the level of future thinking among rural school students in science
subjects. Through acquirement of future thinking, rural school students can master science knowledge,
understand and evaluate it from all aspects of the future. It is pertinent for a future thinking test to be
developed and rooted in the local environment, society and culture based on the rural school context. Hence,
a future thinking test which is precisely focused on the context of rural schools was proposed to assess the
future thinking of tenth graders in Sabah.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Future Thinking
Future thinking refers to the imagination of possible future events (D’Argembeau, Ortoleva, Jumentier, &
Van der Linden, 2010) or one’s ability to creatively imagine the limitless possibilities of hypothetical future
scenarios (Fortunato & Furey, 2011). The cognitive process of future thinking involves episodic and semantic
memories (Martin-Ordas, Atance, & Caza, 2014). Episodic memory provides the materials for individuals to
imagine their future lives; semantic memory retrieves knowledge of the world providing individuals to imagine
things that might happen in the future. Although the future is unpredictable, individuals can simulate
potential future scenarios in their mind (Schacter, Addis, & Buckner, 2008; Szpunar, 2010).
On the other hand, Amara (1981) defined future thinking as the identification, discovery, analysis and
evaluation of future possibilities, probabilities and requirements. Likewise, future thinking was described by
Bishop and Hines (2012) as a way to think of future possibilities, future needs and desired future selections.
In this study, future thinking refers to conceptual framework founded by Jones, Buntting, Hipkins, Conner,
and Saunders (2012), which are i) understanding the current situation, ii) identifying key trends, iii) analysing
relevant drivers, iv) developing scenarios of possible and probable future, and v) selecting with justification of
the desired future.

The conceptual framework of future thinking test
A future thinking model (Figure 1) proposed by Jones et al. (2012) was used as a conceptual framework to
guide the development of test items in the Future Thinking Test. Based on Figure 1, the construct of
understanding the current situation is an attempt to explore the overall event, channeling science knowledge
and linking context with individuals and social aspects. The construct of identifying key trends refers to the
determination of pattern changes in events that can be observed nowadays or seen in the future and is caused
by the changes of driver. The construct of analyzing relevant drivers is an analysis of the factors that cause
changes, affect or give effect on something. The fourth construct, “developing scenarios of a possible and
probable future”, refers to efforts to make the future more evident in decision-making to produce new thoughts
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework of futures thinking by Jones et al. (2012)
and results, to learn how to think of all opportunities available to explore. The last construct, selecting with
justification the preferable futures, deals with the desired hope(s), aspiration(s) and dreams in the future
through exploration of existing opportunities.
This framework seeks to operationalize the interconnections between and among sustainability-related
topics in the Science subject such as energy sources and environmental conservation. This framework provides
a landscape in which teachers can situate science knowledge, sustainability and pedagogy as well as craft
meaningful lessons that foster future thinking.

METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
Development of FTT
The Future Thinking Test (FTT) is an open-ended scenario-based test supported with photos illustrating
family houses of the past and the present. The scenario entailed the changes in family houses which occurred
in the students’ village. The added description was given as follows to trigger students’ future thinking:
Family houses have changed a lot over the last hundred years. Changes in family houses are not specific to
its size but the change in internal and external structure as well. Are these changes desirable? How do you
imagine a family house will be like in the future?
The students then answered the FTT which consisted of 5 items and 7 sub-items. The constructs and
related items assessed were: i) Understanding the current situation (Item 1(a), 1(b)), ii); Identifying trends
(Item 2(a), 2(b)); iii) Analyzing the relevant driver (Item 3(a), 3(b), 3(c)); iv) Selecting with justification the
preferable futures (Item 4(a), 4(b)), and v) Selecting with justification of desired future requirements (Item
5(a)(i), 5a(ii), 5(b)) (Table 2).
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Table 2. Scoring criteria for future thinking test
Item Components
1

2

3

4

5

Understanding the current situation
a) List three (3) features of the family house you
know at the present

Scoring
criteria
Number of
relevant
features

Score awarded

•
•
•
•
b) Give three (3) reasons why the given features are Number of
•
such.
relevant
•
reasons
•
•
Identifying key trends
Number of
•
a) Based on the pictures given, give three (3)
differences
•
differences between family houses of the past
•
and the present.
•
b) Give three (3) key changes (trends) that can be
Number of
•
observed in houses today.
key changes •
(trends)
•
•
Analyzing relevant drivers
Number of
•
a) Give three (3) underlying causes (drivers) for
underlying
•
these changes/trends
causes
•
(drivers)
•
b) Give three (3) advantages of these drivers.
Number of
•
advantages
•
•
•
c) Give three (3) disadvantages of these drivers.
Number of
•
disadvantages •
•
•
Developing scenarios of possible and probable Number of
•
futures
relevant
•
reasons
a) Will these trends and factors continue to affect
•
the features of future houses? Give three (3)
•
reasons.
b) Provide three (3) possibilities or requirements for Number of
•
the future house in line with the development of possible and •
factors and the changing of current trends.
probable
•
future house •
Selecting with justification the preferable
Number of
•
futures
features of
•
possible
a) If you are given the opportunity to create a
•
family house for community use for the next 50 future house
years, what would you suggest?
•
i) Sketch and label three (3) features that may
•
be required in a future house the space
•
provided.
•
ii) Create one (1) name for your future house
Name and
and state two (2) materials used.
materials
•
b) Provide three (3) justifications why the features Number of
•
are selected for the future house.
relevant
•
justifications •
•

‘0’ point = irrelevant features
‘1’ point = 1 relevant feature
‘2’ points = 2 relevant features
‘3’ points = 3 relevant features
‘0’ point = irrelevant reasons
‘1’ point = 1 relevant reason
‘2’ points = 2 relevant reasons
‘3’ points = 3 relevant reasons
‘0’ point = irrelevant differences
‘1’ point = 1 relevant difference
‘2’ points = 2 relevant differences
‘3’ points = 3 relevant differences
‘0’ point = irrelevant trends
‘1’ point = 1 relevant trend
‘2’ points = 2 relevant trends
‘3’ points = 3 relevant trends
‘0’ point = irrelevant drivers
‘1’ point = 1 relevant driver
‘2’ points = 2 relevant drivers
‘3’ points = 3 relevant drivers
‘0’ point = irrelevant advantages
‘1’ point = 1 relevant advantage
‘2’ points = 2 relevant advantages
‘3’ points = 3 relevant advantages
‘0’ point = irrelevant disadvantages
‘1’ point = 1 relevant disadvantages
‘2’ points = 2 relevant disadvantages
‘3’ points = 3 relevant disadvantages
‘0’ point = irrelevant reasons
‘1’ point = 1 relevant reason
‘2’ points = 2 relevant reasons
‘3’ points = 3 relevant reasons
‘0’ point = irrelevant possibilities
‘1’ point = 1 relevant possibilities
‘2’ points = 2 relevant possibilities
‘3’ points = 3 relevant possibilities
‘0’ point = irrelevant sketches
‘1’ point = a rough sketch with 1 feature
‘2’ points = a fairly detailed sketch with 2
features
‘3’ points = a detailed sketch with 3 features
‘0’ point = irrelevant names and materials
‘1’ point = a rough name with 1 material
‘2’ points = a fairly unique name with 2
materials
‘3’ points = a unique name with 2 materials
‘0’ point = irrelevant justifications
‘1’ point = 1 relevant justification
‘2’ points = 2 relevant justifications
‘3’ points = 3 relevant justifications

Item 1(a) required the students to first understand the current scenario of a family house and list out its
features. Item 1(b) required students to give reasons why the features were such as stated in Item 1(a). Item
2(a) required students to provide the differences between the old and present house based on the pictures
given. Students were also instructed to give three major changes (trends) that could be observed in the present
family house in item 2(b). Item 3(a) required the students to give the underlying causes (drivers) for those
changes. Next, Item 3(b) and 3(c) expected students to answer three advantages and three disadvantages of
these drivers respectively. Item 4(a) required the students to give reasons as to whether these trends and
factors would continue to influence the production of a family house in the future. Students were also required
to give three possibilities of future family houses in line with the development of factors and changes in the
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current family house in item 4 (b). In Item 5(a)(i), students were to produce and label the sketches of a future
model if they were given the opportunity to create a family house for community use in the next 70 years. Item
5(a)(ii) required the students to name their future family house and state the materials used while Item
5(a)(iii) necessitated the students to provide three justifications for the features selected for their future family
house.
A time frame of 60 minutes was specified to complete the test whereas students were subjected to answer
each item and sub-item in 5 minutes.

Scoring procedure
The scoring rubrics suggested by Ho, Wang and Cheng (2013) and the Rating Scale Model proposed by
Bond and Fox (2015) were used as a guide to evaluate the five constructs of future thinking. The quality of the
students’ responses was ranked from “0” (Level 0: the lowest level) to “3” (Level 3: the highest level). Table 2
shows the scoring criteria used for assessing future thinking.

Rasch Measurement Model
In the construction of items which aim to measure a person’s behaviour, Wright and Stone (1979) suggested
that it is important for instrument developers to be aware of the crucial task of creating high quality items.
Items which are high in quality deal better with the validity and reliability of the instrument.
An instrument is said to have a high validity if the instrument can measure what is supposed to be
measured (Creswell, 2014; Pallant, 2005). Reliability is the extent to which a research instrument produces
consistent results if it is used in the same situation on repeated occasions. According to Bond and Fox (2007),
Rasch measurement model is an effective model in diagnosing and analyzing the validity and reliability of the
items contained in a test. This is also voiced by Summintono and Widhiarso (2014) that Rasch measurement
model can identify a person’s validity in determining if the items used can produce consistent results in
different groups of subjects. According to Boone, Yale, and Staver (2014), the person validity is salient to
ensure the data collected by the researcher is accurate. Therefore, in this study, the Rasch analysis was used
to determine the validity and reliability of the developed future thinking test.

Research Purpose and Research Questions
The purpose of this research was to develop a future thinking test (FTT) for tenth graders relating to
science subjects and to assess the validity and reliability of the instrument using Rasch measurement model.
Accordingly, the research questions guiding this research were:
What is the validity and reliability of the future thinking test in the constructs of:
1) Understanding the current situation,
2) Identifying the trends,
3) Analyzing relevant drivers,
4) Synthesising the future possibilities or needs, and
5) Selecting with justification the preferable futures?

Administration of the FTT
The Future Thinking Test was administered in two secondary rural schools in October 2018. The two
selected schools are located in a rural area on the East Coast of Sabah, Malaysia. School A was about 80
kilometers whereas school B was 152 kilometers from Tawau. The participants consisted of 66 tenth graders,
with 30 males (45.5%) and 36 females (54.5%), aged 16 years old. According to Cooper and Schindler (2011),
the sample size ranging from 25 to 100 is sufficient to produce consistent and accurate findings.
Prior to administering the test, the social-scientific approach with Bloom’s future thinking maps were
employed as an explicit approach to teaching future thinking. The science lessons were designed to teach
future thinking, physical science (energy, electric, heat and light), and sustainability. The respondents
transformed the five constructs of future thinking into a future thinking map to explain the changes of the
family house. Thus, students could gain benefit from the explicitness of the thinking maps that guide, direct,
and incite their future thinking. The intervention consisted of six lessons of 2 hours each, conducted within 6
weeks.
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Table 3. Fit Indices for Item Fit

Statistics
Outfit mean square values (MNSQ)
Outfit z-standardized values (ZSTD).
Point Measure Correlation (PTMEA-CORR)

Fit Indices
0.50 – 1.50
-2.00 – 2.00
0.40 – 0.85

Source: Boone et al. (2014)

Data Analysis
The obtained data were analyzed using WINSTEP version 3.73. There are three fit indices criteria sets for
establishing the reliability of the future thinking test (FTT) which are Cronbach’s alpha KR-20, item and
person reliability, and item and person separation. According to Bond and Fox (2007), the test is considered
to have a high reliability, is strong and acceptable if the test has a separation value higher than 2.0, and the
item and person reliability value higher than 0.8. Linacre (2007) stated that a separation value that is higher
than 2.0 is considered ideal. As for the reliability of Cronbach’s alpha value, Bond and Fox (2007) published
that the value between 0.71-0.99 is considered to be high and at its best value.
On the other hand, the validity of the FTT was established based on the misfit order of the items. According
to Sumintono and Widhiarso (2015), item fit can inform the researcher whether the item functions normally
in performing the supposed measurements, as well as to assess the suitability of the item. Boone, Staver and
Yale (2014) and Bond and Fox (2015) suggested three criteria to be used for assessing the item fit, which are,
Outfit Mean Square Values (MNSQ), Outfit Z-Standardized Values (ZSTD), and Point Measure Correlation
(PTMEA-CORR). According to Bond and Fox (2007), Outfit MNSQ informs the researcher about the suitability
of the item in measuring the construct, while PTMEA-CORR informs the extent to which the development of
the constructs achieved its goals. A positive PTMEA-CORR value indicates that the item measured the
construct to be measured, while a negative PTMEA-CORR value indicates otherwise. On the other hand, ZSTD
are t-tests of the hypothesis which can inform the researcher whether the data perfectly fits the model.
According to Sumintono and Widhiarso (2015), any item that fails to fulfill these three criteria (Table 3)
necessitates improvement or changes to ensure the quality and suitability of the item.
Other than that, the assessment on the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was carried out to test the
dimensionality of the future thinking test. The standardized residual variance in the PCA to test the
dimensionality (unidimensionlaity/multidimensionality) of an instrument can be identified easily by using
Rasch measurement model compared to other models (Sick, 2011; Tennat & Pallant, 2006; Wright, 1999). On
top of that, Jusoh, Amlus, Osman, and Abidin (2014) also argued that the analysis through PCA in
determining the dimensionality of an instrument is important since the items which are suitable (fit) with the
Rasch measurement model and fall within the unidimensionality category indicates that the instrument has
a high content validity (Wright, 1996; Sick, 2011). According to Reckase (1979), the dimensionality of an
instrument can be determined based on these two important elements which are ‘raw variance explained by
measures’ and ‘unexplained variance in the 1st- 5th contrast’. Reckase (1979) suggested that the raw variance
explained by measures should exceed 20%. However, Rasch argued that a value which is more than 40% was
the best indicator for the unidimensionality of a test. Meanwhile, for the unexplained variance in the 1st- 5th
contrast, the ideal value is below 15% (Sumintono & Widhiarso, 2014).

RESEARCH RESULTS
Misfit Order of the Items (Item Fit)
Table 4 shows the misfit order of the items which informs about the suitability of the items measuring the
constructs of the FTT instrument. The misfit order of the items presented was based on the value of Outfit
MNSQ, Outfit ZSTD and PTMEA-CORR. The bold figures imply that the items failed to fulfill the criteria
suggested by Boone et al. (2014). The PTMEA-CORR ranged from 0.26 - 0.75 for items 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, 3c,
4a, 4b, 5a (i) and 5b. A positive index indicates that the items measure the constructs to be measured (Bond
& Fox, 2007). However, the PTMEA-CORR for item 1a and 5a (ii) were found to be -.02 and -.16. Bond and
Fox stated that the negative value of PTMEA-CORR suggests that the item does not have the ability to
measure the constructs. Accordingly, these two items need to be refined or discarded. It is also discovered that
only item 5a (ii) has an Outfit MNSQ value above the 1.5 logit which is 2.36, while the rest of the items have
an Outfit MNSQ value within the range between 0.5 to 1.5 logit. Jailani (2011) argued that the Outfit MNSQ
value provided more robust value compared to the Infit MNSQ value in determining the suitability of the item
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Table 4. Misfit Order of the Items in FTT
Item

MEASURE

5b
5a(ii)
5a(i)
4b
4a
3c
3b
3a
2b
2a
1b
1a

1.52
1.02
.97
.71
.65
.52
.00
-.39
-.62
-.82
-1.15
-2.41

Outfit MNSQ
(0.50-1.50)
.87
2.36
.97
.69
.92
.82
.85
.84
.93
.82
1.16
1.45

Outfit ZSTD
(-2.0-2.0)
-.6
5.6
-.1
-2.1
-.4
-1.2
-1.0
-1.0
-.3
-1.0
.9
1.4

PTMEA-CORR
(0.40-0.85)
.50
-.16
.26
.69
.49
.66
.75
.69
.62
.39
.51
-.02

Table 5. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL Variance (in Eigenvalue units)
---- Empirical ---- Modeled
Total raw variance in observations
=
24.9
100.0%
Raw variance explained by measures
=
12.9
51.7%
Raw variance explained by persons
=
3.8
15.2%
Raw Variance explained by items
=
9.1
36.6%
Raw unexplained variance (total)
=
12.0
48.3%
100.0%
Unexplained variance in 1st contrast
=
2.6
10.4%
21.5%
Unexplained variance in 2nd contrast
=
2.4
9.7%
20.0%
Unexplained variance in 3rd contrast
=
1.2
4.9%
10.1&
Unexplained variance in 4th contrast
=
1.1
4.4%
9.2%
Unexplained variance in 5th contrast
=
.9
3.7%
7.7%

100.0%
50.4%
14.8%
35.6%
49.6%

for the measurement of the construct. Thus, item 5a (ii) should be dropped according to the expert’s view as it
may be misleading and difficult to be answered by the respondent (Linacre, 2007).
Mohd Jailani (2011) also asserted that items that exceed the 1.5 logit of the Outfit MNSQ value should be
dropped to ensure that the item matches the constructs to be measured. In addition to the Outfit MNSQ value,
the Outfit ZSTD value also should be within the range of -2 to +2, however, the Outfit ZSTD value can be
neglected if the Outfit MNSQ value has already met with the conditions of the suitability of the item (Bond &
Fox, 2007; Linacre, 2007). Conclusively, the summary of Outfit MNSQ, Outfit ZSTD and PTMEA-CORR
values is shown in Table 4.

Dimensionality
Based on Table 5, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (which is based on the value of raw variance
explained by measures) is 51.7%. This finding indicates that the FTT instruments are accepted and
categorized as unidimensionality instruments (Reckase, 1979) and have high content validity evidence (Jusoh,
Amlus, Osman, Dba & Abidin, 2014). Whereas the unexplained variance in the 1st - 5th contrast has value less
than 15% which denote that items in the FTT instrument are strong and valid in measuring the five constructs
of future thinking (Sumintono & Widhiarso, 2014).

Reliability of Cronbach Alpha (KR-20) Value
The findings demonstrate that the Cronbach’s alpha (KR-20) value which is 0.69 shows that the FTT
instrument has a very moderate high reliability of internal consistency (Sumintono & Widhiarso, 2014). Thus,
this evidence shows that the FTT instrument can be used in the actual research.

Item Reliability and Separation
Rasch measurement model also diagnosed and analyzed the FTT instrument thoroughly in terms of
reliability and separation of items and person (research subject). Table 6 shows that the item reliability is
0.97 while the item separation is 5.92. Based on the item reliability, the value of 0.97 indicates that the item
has a high reliability (Bond & Fox, 2007; Linacre, 2007; Summintono & Widhiarso, 2014). Meanwhile, the
value of item separation (5.92) in Table 6 signal that the items in the FTT instrument can be broken down
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Table 6. Reliability and separation of item and person

Item
0.97
5.92

Reliability
Separation

Person
0.67
1.41

Table 7. Cronbach’s Alpha (KR-20), Item Reliability, Item Separation, Person Reliability and Person
Separation
Cronbach Alpha (KR-20)
Item Reliability
Item Separation
Person Reliability
Person Separation

Rasch Measurement
Model
>0.60
>0.80
>2.0
>0.80
>2.0

Future Thinking Test
(FTT)
0.69
0.97
5.92
0.67
1.41

Interpretation
Good
Very High
Very High
Sufficient
Moderately Good

Table 8. Summary of the Remained, Purified, and Dropped Items
Construct
Understanding the Current Situation
Identifying the Key Trends
Analyzing the Relevant Drivers
Synthesizing the Scenarios of Possible and
Probable Futures
Selecting with Justifications for Preferable
Futures
Total

Item
1(a), 1(b)
2(a), 2(b)
3(a), 3(b), 3(c)

Item Remained Item Purified Item Removed
1(b)
1(a)
None
2(a), 2(b)
None
None
3(a), 3(b), 3(c)
None
None

4(a), 4(b)

4(a), 4(b)

None

None

5(a)(i), 5a(ii), 5(b)

5(a)(i), 5(b)

None

5a(ii)

12

10

1

1

into several levels of difficulties (Bond & Fox, 2007). Linacre (2007) also argued that a good value for item
separation should be greater than 2.0.

Person Reliability and Separation
Table 6 also shows that the value of person reliability is 0.67 while the value of person separation is 1.41.
Based on the Rasch measurement model, the value of 0.67 for the person reliability is sufficient and acceptable
(Summintono & Widhiarso, 2014). Summintono and Widhiarso (2014) also argued that the person reliability
value of 0.67 is sufficient to produce similar findings for different groups. However, Bond and Fox (2007) stated
that the person reliability should be higher than 0.8 to produce consistent responses for different groups.
Besides that, the person separation value (1.41) signify that the FTT instrument is in a good, moderate
category and acceptable. The separation value of 1.41 suggests that the research subject can be grouped into
two groups of student’s capabilities on the item difficulty levels. Linacre (2007) and Summintono and
Widhiarso (2014) stated that the value of person separation on the item difficulty levels is appropriate to
produce heterogeneous research subjects if the person separation value is more than 2.0.
Altogether, the reliability of the Cronbach’s alpha (KR-20) value, item separation and item reliability value,
person separation and person reliability value are presented in Table 7.

Summary of Findings
The findings established that the validity and reliability of the FTT instrument fulfilled the standard index
and conditions suggested by the Rasch measurement model in measuring the construct of students’ future
thinking. Based on the item fit analysis through PTMEA-CORR, Outfit ZSTD and Outfit MNSQ value, it was
discovered that item 1(a) needs to be purified while item 5a(ii) needs to be removed. Item 1(a) will be purified
by referring to the views and opinions from the experts in the test development. This is to ensure the
improvement of validity and reliability of the items in the FTT instrument as well as to increase its quality.
Conversely, items 1(b), 2(a), 2(b), 3(a), 3(b), 3(c), 4(a), 4(b), 4(c), 5(a) (i) and 5(b) which showed a positive
PTMEA-CORR value and fall within the logit range, will be retained as these items are appropriate and
suitable to measure students’ future thinking. The summary of the items in the FTT instrument (after the
analysis using Rasch measurement model) is presented in Table 8.
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DISCUSSION
The Rasch measurement model has enabled the researcher to detect problematic items, so that they can
be improved or excluded to increase the validity and reliability of the instrument to measure the constructs of
future thinking. Overall, the analysis discovered that an item in the FTT instrument needed purification while
another had to be dropped. It is necessary to remove or purify items that are incompatible with the Rasch
model in order to better the validity and reliability of the FTT instrument. Other than that, the analysis from
the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in the Rasch model detected that the sub-constructs of FTT
instrument were individually unidimensional and that the FTT with the five sub-constructs was also
unidimensional. This signals that the FTT is able to measure the five constructs of students’ future thinking.
Meanwhile, in terms of reliability, the FTT instrument presented a good internal consistency based on the
Cronbach’s alpha (KR-20) value, and has a very high item reliability. Thus, it can be said that the FTT
instrument is a reliable instrument for measuring students’ future thinking constructs, particularly among
the rural tenth grade students in Tawau, Sabah. Besides that, it was discovered that the FTT instrument has
a very high value of item separation which show that the instrument has a greater spread of item (Klooster,
Taal & Laar, 2008). Md Yunos, Ibrahim Mukhtar, Alias, Lee, Tee, Rubani, Hamid, Yunus, Sulaiman, and
Sumarwati (2017) argued that an item separation value which exceeds 2.00 indicates that the items in the
instrument are strongly accepted. Whereas, Krishnan and Idris (2004) stated that the item separation value
which exceeds 1.00 indicates that the items in the instrument have enough spread.
On top of that, the analysis from Rasch model also revealed that the FTT instrument has a fairly good
person reliability and has a moderately good person separation. The person separation value of 1.41 which
exceeds 1.00 connotes that the students in the study can be well distinguished (Gracia, 2005). Meanwhile,
Krishnan and Idris (2014) stated that the person separation must be over 1.00 to ensure that students are
measured across the continuum. However, some authors (Md Yunos et al. 2017; Khamis & Che Yahya, 2015)
considered that the separation value of less than 2.00 to be low. Thus, purifying or removing the problematic
items in the FTT instrument may improve the reliability as well as the separation index value.

CONCLUSION
In context, it is proven through the examination on the validity and reliability of the FTT instrument that
it is a suitable and reliable instrument that was applied by the researcher to assess students’ future thinking.
Besides that, establishing the validity and reliability of the FTT instrument in measuring future thinking
constructs was a crucial step taken by the researcher to ensure that the actual research could be executed
effectively in the future. More importantly, the implication from the Rasch measurement model in establishing
the validity and reliability of the FTT instrument has been instrumental to the researcher in enhancing the
quality of the instrument for the findings (from using the FTT instrument) to be valid and reliable.
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